Shannel empowers women to not only
empower themselves but to also empower
other women. Her extensive knowledge in
business strategy and her unparalleled
passion for helping other women succeed
help deliver a clear cut message that will
inspire her audience to take action. She has
driven massive success in corporations,
small businesses, and direct sales. She will
have your audience riveted at the fact that
they can find success on their own terms.
Shannel has a no holds barred approach that
can immediately help her audience silence
their excuses and light their fire. Her
authenticity shines through her personal story
telling of failures and triumphs. Shannel will
have your audience engaged, inspired and
most importantly ready to do the work with
the action items she gives them every time
she steps on stage.

Most Requested Keynotes:
Finding Success Through SAS- Strategy,
Authenticity and Soul
Through a successful corp life career with Fedex, being
the top 2% in a direct sales and having a wildly
successful small business Shannel has built a formula
on how to find success at it all. This talk guides the
audience through the 3 pillars- strategy, authenticity and
soul and how to leverage these three things to find
great success in any business while finding balance in
life.

How to Grow Your Social Impact Through
Building Community on FB
Shannel leads multiple engaged communities on
Facebook and has a following of over 40,000 people on
the Facebook platform. This talk leads the audience on
how to build an organic community on Facebook and
how to leverage your community to drive revenue.
Shannel works intimately with Facebook and has even
been chosen as one of the top 100 leaders in all of
Facebook and has been invited to Facebook sponsored
events such as the Facebook Community Summit.

Branding to Create A Social Following
Shannel created a small brand, #beautyandhustle, and
has been able to grow her Facebook following to over
40,000 followers. This talk leads the audience through
branding choices and how branding can lead your
brand into gaining a following and how to generate
revenue being a social seller.

To request Shannel Rivera as a speaker for your company, conference or organization
please contact shannel@beautyandhustle.com with your booking request.
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Shannel Rivera is a small business owner that
prides herself on teaching other women how
to be empowered and how to generate
revenue in their small businesses. Shannel
Rivera has a bachelor’s degree in Business
Management and Leadership and uses her
skillset to teach other women how to be
powerful in their businesses. Shannel Rivera
has over a decade of multi-unit executive
management for Fedex and is also the top 2%
in direct sales. She has a strong following on
Facebook that she shares her journey with
and that eagerly await for her to produce new
content. She has taught 1000s of people who
to be successful and do it on their own terms.
Shannel is a true leader in every realm she
steps into and she shows up in a bug way
because she is passionate about seeing other
people win.

Why You Want Shannel to Speak at Your Next Event
“You can’t buy the content. You can’t Google it. Once you experience it, you will get it.“
Kelly Shoberg Grossmann
“Shannel not only brings an audience to action but shares steps you can take right away for
success!”
Courtney Bentley, Host of the Fit Fierce and Fabulous Podcast
“Shannel recently spoke in front of my women's group. She was not only inspiring, but
hilarious and relatable. Her talent to tell vulnerable stories and get uncomfortable was so
motivating to the entire room. I would recommend her to speak at any event where the
attendees need a soft but firm kick in the pants reminder that anything you set your mind to is
possible.”
Casey Jade, Boss Goddess Mixer

To request Shannel Rivera as a speaker for your company, conference or organization
please contact shannel@beautyandhustle.com with your booking request.

